Universal Design of Selectivity-Enhanced Photoelectrochemical Enzyme Sensor: Integrating Photoanode with Biocathode.
Previous work on photoelectrochemical (PEC) biosensors has demonstrated that the photoanode-based type possesses satisfying sensitivity, because photoanode utilize electrons as the majority charge carriers and a distinct photocurrent can be generated when electron donors are furnished. However, as hole-oxidation reaction occurs at the photoanode interface, the photoanode-based PEC sensor has inferior anti-interference capacity to reductive substances coexisting in the biological sample, leading to a challenged selectivity. Herein, a universal design on selectivity-enhanced PEC enzyme sensor was proposed by integrating a photoanode with a biocathode. Specifically, the CuInS2 sensitization layer and ZnS passivation layer were deposited in sequence on the TiO2 film modified indium-tin oxide (ITO) electrode mainly by successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) means, forming the hybrid ZnS/CuInS2/TiO2/ITO photoanode. A carbon fiber paper (CFP) electrode was modified with biocatalysts of enzymes via the assistance of chitosan (CS) to fabricate the biocathode. Utilizing glucose oxidase (GOx) and horserdish peroxidase (HRP) as biocatalysts, a selectivity-enhanced PEC sensor for glucose was developed. The PEC sensing platform integrating photoanode with biocathode not only inherits distinct photocurrent of the photoanode-based sensor but also possesses enhanced selectivity, because just the biocathode was incubated in the biological sample and there is no interaction between the photoanode and coexisting reductive substances.